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The development of the scanning laser ophthalmoscope (SLO), first conceived by Webb et al in 1980, heralded the first widespread application of lasers for retinal imaging. A highly collimated beam from a laser is swept over the retina delivering all its energy to a very small spot for a very short time, typically of the order of some tens of nanoseconds. Light reflected from the spot is detected and synchronously decoded to form an image on a monitor.

The use of a laser in this way offers a number of fundamental advantages for retinal imaging:

- as the input laser beam occupies only a small part of the pupil most of the pupil is available for light collection permitting non-mydriatic imaging and levels of illumination that are a factor of 200 lower than with the fundus camera
- there is no need to employ high intensity flash so rapid imaging can be carried out offering the potential for serial imaging
- since imaging is carried out point by point, data are readily acquired as digital images allowing quantitative measurements and image processing
- since the detected light is focused at a single point confocal imaging can be employed to give three dimensional images
- the scattered light can be imaged separately from the reflected component, Tyndall imaging, to enhance pathological structures that have a high scattering component
- the wavelength of the illuminating light can be selected by choice of laser so offering the potential for multispectral imaging
- changes in polarisation of the reflected light can be used to measure retinal nerve fibre layer (RNFL) thickness.

While a number of these factors make imaging simpler and allow the progress of any treatment to be accurately measured, measurement of blood flow is still hampered by the need to measure vascular volume. Attempts to do so have been based on the assumption that this parameter is directly related to the diameters of the arteries and veins supplying and draining the relevant quadrant. Also it must be assumed that the flow of fluorescein relates directly to the flow of blood, which may be invalid for pathological cases.

Hipwell and colleagues have demonstrated the potential value of a digital SLO in quantifying the state of the retinal circulation. They measured the curves showing fluorescence as a function of time after injection at every point in the image. They then parameterised the curves reporting that the parameter showing time to reach maximum fluorescence was the most informative (Fig 1). While the

Figure 1  Parametric image in which the colour shows the time (in seconds) for the fluorescence to reach its maximum value. The patient has mild diabetic retinopathy.
technical requirements for acquiring the data can readily be met in the clinical environment, to achieve a quantitative analysis of the dynamics of fluorescein require images to be precisely aligned to take account of eye movement. Currently this process, while it can be largely automated, is very time consuming.

Rather than measure fluorescein flow, the SLO has also been used to study directly blood cell dynamics. Blood cells are labelled with a fluorescent label in vitro and read-ministered. The flow of labelled cells through the vasculature can then be studied. Several methods have been proposed to study leucocyte dynamics in vivo. The problem is to achieve a good labelling while ensuring the viability of the cells. Hossain and colleagues have developed a method for labelling leucocytes with a non-toxic fluorescent marker that not only preserves cell viability but is also a marker of viability. Using a digital SLO they have measured the velocity of cells and number per unit area. Such work will not only further our understanding of cell kinetics in vivo but also the effect of disease processes and the influence of treatment. While to date such studies have been restricted to animals, in future it should be possible to perform them in humans.

**Multispectral imaging**

Laser imaging of the retina offers the ability to interrogate retinal tissue with light of very specific wavelength. This offers the potential of detecting subtle changes in the function of retinal tissue in response to disease. The goal is that by comparing images produced at a number of different wavelengths, an in vivo spectral analysis of the retina can be performed. Multispectral imaging has been performed with a conventional fundus camera by using filters. This has the obvious disadvantage of reducing the intensity of the illuminating beam. Nevertheless, Delori et al. and Ducrey et al., using a modified fundus camera and interference filters, showed that anatomical and pathological details in the ocular fundus could be seen with increased contrast with monochromatic illumination of appropriate wavelengths instead of white light. For example, arteries and veins are best differentiated in the fundus around 600 nm, haemorrhages and microaneurysms were reported to be best seen in the 525–575 nm region, whereas choroidal folds, melanoma, and naevus were seen better in the 600–650 nm region. Using similar methods, degenerative changes in the retinal vessels were studied by Kaefer and human albinism by Abadi and Dickinson.

In comparison, laser light has a narrow spectral range, effectively offering monochromatic imaging. Present commercial SLOs are available with a choice of wavelengths; commonly argon blue (488 nm), green (514 nm), He-Ne (633 nm), visible diode lasers (630–670 nm), and near infrared lasers (780–830 nm).

An SLO employing a specific wavelength has been used to enhance pathological features; macular lesions in X linked recessive retinoschisis, papilloedema in idiopathic intracranial hypertension. Remky et al. compared the effect of different wavelengths on angiocytometry.

Of course, altering the wavelength also changes the degree to which the light will penetrate tissue. In general, shorter wavelengths such as argon (488 nm) are useful for fluorescein angiography studies observing patterns of herpes simplex keratitis and leucocyte velocity. Green (514 nm) has been used for densitometry studies. Longer wavelengths such as near infrared 830 nm are useful for indocyanine angiography, choroidal abnormalities such as naevi, imaging through lens opacities, macular oedema and holes, and drusen. Freeman et al. reported simultaneous indocyanine green and fluorescein angiography using a confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscope.

True colour fundus imaging with a scanning laser ophthalmoscope is possible by sequentially imaging the fundus using blue, green, and red lasers. Colour SLO imaging has the obvious advantage of creating a colour view of the fundus with which clinicians are most familiar and for differentiating various pathological conditions such as cotton wool spots and drusen which have a similar colour. Some image processing techniques have been applied to colour fundus images specifically to take advantage of this colour information.

We have now developed a true colour digital imaging system using red, green, and blue lasers in a fast pulse mode giving live colour images at the same rate as a monochrome system and which could be either recorded on a VHS video tape or captured as a digital images. Our preliminary work shows images from a diabetic patient (Fig 2).

Perhaps the holy grail of multispectral imaging is to produce images of tissue function. Functional diagnosis of the metabolism of the human ocular fundus is possible by determining the oxygen saturation in the blood. Determination of perfusion of tissue—for example, ischaemia, could be performed by spectroscopic analysis of retinal tissue by measuring the amount of light reflected at three different wavelengths. While this is still to be achieved, the monitoring of changes in treatment of diabetic diseases has been reported by measuring the optical reflectance of hard exudates.

The fundus exhibits autofluorescence when excited with 450–500 nm light, emitting light with a peak between 520–600 nm. The autofluorescence is mainly due to lipofuscin in the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE). Von Ruckmann et al. described a technique of in vivo imaging of autofluorescence of the fundus using a scanning laser ophthalmoscope.

They reported reduced autofluorescence or hypofluorescence in the foveal regions caused by retinal xanthophyll and areas with retinal atrophy such as age related macular disease and autosomal dominant retinitis pigmentosa. Increased autofluorescence or hyperfluorescence was reported in some genetically determined retinal diseases such as Best’s disease, macular dystrophies, and fundus flavimaculatus as a result of diffuse accumulation of lipofuscin in the pigment epithelium.
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**Figure 2** Upper image is a conventional fundus camera image of a patient with mild diabetic retinopathy. The lower image is the colour SLO picture of the same patient. Note that for the colour SLO image two separate images have been combined to give the requisite field of view.
Three dimensional imaging

The most popular technique currently available for three dimensional imaging of the retina is the confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscope (cSLO). The technique is based on the collection of a sequence of images (between 32 and 50) of the retina, each one at a different depth, the depth being selected by the position of a confocal aperture positioned in front of the detector. From this set it is possible to build an axial profile of pixel intensity versus plane depth for each pixel of the image, by considering the value of the intensity of all the corresponding pixels in all the images. From the analysis of the shape of the axial profile, the tomographic information about the retina is obtained.

The shape of the profile will depend upon the amount of light reflected; thus any highly reflecting layer will be identified as a peak on the profile. The most common way to measure the topography of the retina is by calculating the centre of gravity of the axial profile and considering it as the depth of the most reflective layer. This approach is valid only if the retina is considered to have a single reflective layer in which case the axial profile has a perfect Gaussian shape. However, if a red or infrared laser is being used then owing to the high penetration into the retina tissue, the reflection from more than one layer may be present and the axial profile will be asymmetric.

To overcome the problem of the asymmetry, more sophisticated algorithms have been developed to fit a Gaussian shape by considering only the part of the axial profile corresponding to the strongest reflector and discarding all the information from the other reflectors. Alternatively it can be assumed that the retina has more than one reflective layer and do the fitting with more than one Gaussian shape.

Independent of the technique used to find the depth of the main reflector, it is possible to build a topographic representation of the retina (Fig 3), and it is on this analysis that most of the current applications of the cSLO are based. One of the most popular applications is the measurement of different topographic parameters of the optic cup with the aim of detecting the presence of glaucoma. Some papers seem to show that the technique could be promising in this field but there was always the problem of a relative high variability in the measurements of the different tomographic parameters.

The reasons why the variability of tomographic measurements is relatively high was studied by a number of authors. The main reasons cited include the movement of the eye during measurement, changes in the position of the patient's head on different measurements, and error introduced by the operator when defining the region of interest on the fundus inside which the volume should be calculated. The first two are difficult to quantify but the last one can be estimated by considering a circular area of interest that surrounds the optic cup; an error of a single pixel in the position of the centre of the area will imply a variation of 2.45% and the error of 10 pixels a variation of 32.2%. To obtain good reproducibility for the tomographic measurements of the retina, a method independent of the user needs to be found.

Some examples of other applications of the cSLO that rely on the tomographic measurement of some variables are—optic disc tomography, macular holes, macular oedema, and monitoring papilloedema in idiopathic intracranial hypertension.

With the cSLO it is possible not only to measure elevation and volume but also to estimate retinal thickness. Considering that the two main reflectors of the retina are the internal limiting membrane/RNFL and the RPE, the distance between them is a good indicator of the retinal thickness. If the axial profile is fitted with two Gaussian shapes, each will characterise one of the reflectors, and so it is possible to calculate the distance between them. Alternatively, if the two reflective layers cannot be discriminated in the axial profile, some information of the retinal thickness can still be found by measuring the full width at half height of the axial profile. Figure 4 shows the thickness information of the fundus of a patient with macular hole and surrounding cuff of subretinal fluid (white represents thicker structures and black thinner ones). It is clear that the increase of thickness is due to the presence of fluid.

The thickness of the NFL can also be measured using scanning laser polarimetry by modifying the traditional scanning laser ophthalmoscope. This technique uses the fact that the NFL has birefringent properties that change the characteristics of a highly polarised laser beam when it passes through it. By analysing this change of polarisation it is possible to determine the thickness of the nerve fibre layer. The technique was introduced commercially in 1993, and has been applied to the detection of glaucoma, the effect of aging on the thickness of the RPE, and the study of ocular hypertension. There are also studies showing good reproducibility of the technique if the same operator is used, and worse if more then one operator is being compared.

One of the major limitations of the cSLO technique is its axial resolution which is constrained by the optics of the eye. The theoretical limit is around 300 μm for a wavelength of 633 nm, which is relatively large compared with the thickness of the retina. It is important to address this limitation and, as is done in confocal microscopy, mathematical deconvolution provides a possible answer. Different deconvolution algorithms are available, each can be used requiring different levels of information about the noise characteristics and blur function of the cSLO.

The confocal aperture in the cSLO that allows the depth discrimination also offers the potential for reducing the amount of scattered light detected, increasing the contrast of the images. It is also possible to position the confocal aperture so as to collect only the scattered light, the so called indirect, Tyndall or dark field image.

The indirect mode image can produce very interesting results because it allows the detection of structures that would otherwise be very difficult to see—for example, drusen. Recently it has been reported that the indirect mode can be used to detect macular oedema. Our measurements have also shown that macular oedema can be detected sometimes using the indirect mode. An example of a indirect image obtained from a patient with macular hole is shown in Figure 4 where it is possible to see a rough surface around the macular hole, caused by the presence of fluid.

Recently a new technique for tomographic analysis of the retina has been commercialised, optic coherence
tomography (OCT). This technique is similar to the B scan mode of the ultrasound but using near infrared light instead of sound. While pulsed lasers have been used, superluminescent diodes are now the light source of choice. In it the light reflected by retinal layers at different depths will have different times of flight that are found by using low coherence interferometry. The advantage of this procedure is that the optics of the eye do not limit the resolution and 10 µm axial resolution has been claimed. These devices do a single line profile through the retina at one time, taking around 2.5 seconds for each profile.

The reproducibility of the OCT has been reported to be good but is dependent on good eye fixation and the type of algorithms used. Because of the high resolution of the technique, it has been applied to many retinal pathologies such as macular oedema, drusen, glaucoma, optic pit, and age related macular degeneration.

The future

The SLO has been available for routine ophthalmic imaging for over 10 years, yet it has only found application in a relatively small number of departments and often in a very specialised form. As a device for routine imaging it suffers from the disadvantage of not only being technically more complex than a fundus camera, but also may have a smaller field of view than the fundus camera, although one device has recently been announced with a field of view of 180°.

This paper has discussed three areas in which the SLO has particular strengths which may yet offer it a role in the clinic. Three dimensional imaging of the retina has obvious clinical value but the fundamental limitation in slice width will make it a less attractive option than OCT for precise quantitation. While much has been published on the value of the SLO for assessing cup volume, we believe that its value is limited, both from the inherent accuracy of its measurements and the difficulty in defining the cup boundaries. However, there are a number of other pathologies for which it may prove useful but further clinical work is required.

The ability to perform rapid imaging, particularly of the dynamics of fluorescein, is potentially of great clinical interest, although the problem of achieving image registration has still to be addressed. The study of labelled cells in humans may have greater physiological relevance than fluorescein dynamics although is more likely to remain a research tool.

While the study of blood flow and cell kinetics is important, what would probably have the greatest clinical impact would be the ability to produce images of retinal tissue function, in particular perfusion. Multispectral imaging offers a possible route to that goal although there are still many problems to be addressed. The recently developed technique of true colour imaging of the retina may represent the first step in that process.
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